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Heather O’Brien 
Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale 
6 Paterson Street 
Mundijong, WA 6123 

20 January 2020 

Dear Heather 

Re: Proposed Change of Use from 'Restaurant' to 'Tavern' at Lot 40, 15 Covenant 
Lane, Byford.  

Thank you for your request for further information regarding the development 
application for proposed Change of Use from 'Restaurant' to 'Tavern' at Lot 40, 15 
Covenant Lane, Byford.  

I offer the following comments to demonstrate that the proposal would not have any 
adverse social impacts or detrimental public amenity impacts, to help inform how the 
proposal will be in the interests of the community with specific consideration given to: 

1. How the licenced premises will operate
2. Hours of operation
3. Marketing and pricing of liquor
4. External advertising and signage
5. Information about the cumulative impact of nearby licenced premises
6. Information about sensitive land uses in the vicinity (e.g. schools, youth

centres, health care facilities etc.)

1. How the licenced premises will operate
The predominant purpose of obtaining a Tavern License for the Strand Lakeside
Café is to provide added convenience to the existing local customer base, in
allowing a person to have a drink without purchasing a meal, in a relaxed family-
friendly environment and that does not require that person to travel further afield
to a conventional tavern. The Strand Lakeside Café has held a Restaurant License
for three years without a single incident, which demonstrates that the nature of the
venue and its operation has not had a negative impact on the community. That
nature and operation of the venue will not change, other than the capacity for a
few people to sit and enjoy a pleasant drink together.

A Tavern Licence also allows the operator of the Strand Lakeside Café to better
cater for functions without violating the terms of the current license.  Whilst
functions are occasional, they are an important means of fostering community and
family interaction and the availability of local function venues, particularly with the
ability to provide alcoholic beverages, is extremely limited. In this respect, the
provision of a Tavern Licence is a significant community benefit.
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2. Hours of operation 

The hours of operation will remain as present from 8am to 10pm daily. Whilst the 
Strand Lakeside Café trade is predominantly based around breakfast, that trade 
is augmented with food and beverage offerings throughout the rest of the day to 
both remain viable and to meet the needs of the local community.  
 
The service of alcohol not ancillary to a meal will only occur between the hours of 
11am and 10pm, consistent with the timing of normal service of alcohol with 
lunches through to dinners.  

 
3. Marketing and pricing of liquor 

The Strand Lakeside Café will continue its policy of showcasing local products and 
catering to the premium end of the market. It will continue to be a food-based 
business, and promotions will reflect that.  In this respect, the business will 
continue to be referred to in any promotion and signage as a café rather a bar or 
tavern.  
 
A food-first focus and the relaxed and friendly environment of the venue will ensure 
that the Strand Lakeside Café will continue to remain a family-orientated 
environment and that will be the continuing basis of the marketing.   
 
The Strand Lakeside Café does not intend to compete with other popular venues 
in Byford that are more orientated to the sole consumption of alcohol, such as the 
Byford Tavern and the Byford & Districts Country Club. Furthermore, the Strand 
Lakeside Café will not offer betting facilities that are commonly associated with 
Taverns (e.g. the Byford Tavern and TAB). As such, the Strand Lakeside Café 
does not intend to compete on price with these other establishments and, 
therefore, the Strand Lakeside Café will not be promoted on the basis of the price 
of liquor served. This is entirely consistent with the preferences and expectations 
of the existing customer base and the local community. 

 
4. External advertising and signage 
 The Strand Lakeside Café does not intend to change any of the existing external 

advertising or signage or establish additional signage referencing brands of 
alcohol, as the nature of the business will remains much the same as at present.  

 
Any future changes to signage will be consistent with SJ Shire local policy and the 
approved signage strategy, and/or will be subject to a Development Application if 
required. 

 
5. Information about the cumulative impact of nearby licenced premises 

There are no venues with a Tavern Licence within the lakeside centre. There is an 
existing retail bottle-shop adjacent to the nearby IGA. Whilst the sale of alcohol 
independent of food may have a very minor impact on bottle-shop sales, the 
consumption of alcohol in a licensed and well-managed venue is considered a 
more socially responsible outcome than the uncontrolled consumption of alcohol 
from a retail bottle-shop.  
 
The nearest premises with a Tavern Licence are understood to be the Byford 
Tavern,  the Byford & Districts Country Club, The Mundijong Tavern, and the Marri 
Park Tavern which range from 1.95km to 11.3 km from the Strand Lakeside Café 
and, thus, far enough away to avoid constituting an entertainment precinct that 
might give rise to a cumulative impact of similar establishments.  
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Furthermore, the provision of a local venue for the consumption of alcohol in a 
relaxed, controlled and friendly environment is less likely to result in reliance on a 
car for access by local residents, and the associated consequences of over-
consumption. 

 
6. Information about sensitive land uses in the vicinity (e.g. schools, youth 

centres, health care facilities etc.) 
There are a limited number of sensitive land uses within the locality. These 
include;  

• a children’s day-care centre (140m walk away) 
• a health centre (130m walk away) 
• Woodlands Grove primary school (820m walk away) 
• Salvado Catholic College (980m walk away) 
• Byford Secondary College (1800m walk away) 
• SJ Community recreation centre (1400m) 

The nearest facility, the health centre, has no direct relationship to Strand 
Lakeside Café and gives rise to little in the way of sensitivity.  

 
The children’s day centre caters for young children that under adult supervision at 
all times and not of an age close to the legal drinking age so illicit consumption will 
not be an issue. There is also no line of sight from the children’s day centre to the 
Strand Lakeside Café (at least once development is completed).  

 
The Woodlands Grove primary school is sufficiently distant for there to be no 
convenient proximity and the students are supervised during school hours. The 
students are not of an age close to the legal drinking age so illicit consumption will 
not be an issue. 

 
The two secondary colleges and the recreation centre are far enough away for 
access to the Strand Lakeside Café to be inconvenient. Furthermore, the sale of 
alcohol at the Strand Lakeside Café will be strictly in accordance with the relevant 
regulations and the principles of responsible sale of alcohol. 

 
Variation to LLP 3.6  
It is noted that the proposal is not strictly consistent with the Byford Main Precinct Local 
Structure Plan or Local Planning Policy 3.6 – The Glades Village Centre Design 
Guidelines (LPP 3.6), which includes a design vision for the subject site under the 
strategic framework is for a café/restaurant/shelter.  
 
However, LPP 3.6 includes a significant amount of land provided for a Tavern in the 
northern area of the Village Centre, in section 8.4.1 Preferred Land Use, which states 
that “the preferred land uses for this site are ‘Tavern’, ‘Shop’, ‘Office’, ‘Medical Centre’ 
and ‘Residential’. Residential and/or commercial development is encouraged on upper 
levels within this site” and section 8.4.2 Site Planning states “A tavern is to be located 
at the northern end of the site. This facility is to capitalise on the northern outlook over 
the public open space and is to have a direct interface with the Village Square.” 
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This site has since been partially developed for existing retail and restaurant uses and 
the remainder of this site has been subdivided for residential development. As such, 
there is no opportunity left to accommodate a Tavern within the local centre. In effect, 
the application for the change in use for the Strand Lakeside Café will result in the 
originally anticipated Tavern, which could have been a significant facility geared 
primarily towards alcohol sales, being replaced with a much smaller venue where the 
consumption of alcohol will be secondary to the consumption of food.  
 
I trust the above provides you with the necessary information. If you require any further 
information, please contact me at mmmackay@ozemail.com.au or on 040 343 2792.  
 
Kind regards  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Malcolm Mackay  
Director Mackay Urbandesign  
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